
HOW TO PITCH
A NEWS STORY
What’s a news story?
Take the word news and cut off the ‘s.’ What word are you left with? New. A news story is new
information and new knowledge. A CBC Kids News story covers topics kids are interested in.
From current events and politics, to the latest TikTok trend or video game. There is big and
international news like space tourism and the development of the metarverse or smaller
and local news like when these PEI students rescued an owl after it was bullied by crows.
News can be a written article or a video and it’s designed to be shared.

What makes a good pitch?
Writing a news story is a lot like writing a hamburger paragraph at school. You want to get
the attention of your audience within the first few sentences at the top. What makes your
news story exciting? Provide supporting details in the middle and end with strong
concluding statements. But every good news story begins with a good pitch.

How to deliver a great pitch?
Make sure you have answered these five questions:

1. HOOK: Does the pitch have a strong hook?
*A hook answers the why — why are we telling this story now? What’s the news?

2. FOCUS: Does the pitch have a strong focus?
*A focus is like your thesis statement: the question you seek to answer! The focus is
typically as narrow as possible so you don’t get overwhelmed and sidetracked.
(Reminder: Where is the balance in this story? Your job is to present both sides of the
story.)

3. EXPERTS: Does the pitch outline who to interview for background or recorded
interviews?
*Who can you speak with to reflect both sides of the story? Be realistic! Some people
are hard to track down or won’t do interviews.

4. TIMELINE: Does the pitch outline when the story needs to be covered? (This should be
a story that will still feel relevant in April, 2022)
* When do we need to tell this story, so that we aren’t late to the party?

5. STYLE: Does the pitch outline how to tell this story in a way that will compel the
viewer?
*How can you tell this story in a way that kids will want to watch? Look to videos on
YouTube and articles on CBC Kids News for inspiration.

6. AUDIENCE: Is the pitch relevant to tweens?
*Finally, think about your audience. Why is this important for kids in Canada?

Now give it a try!

https://www.cbc.ca/kidsnews/post/billionaires-in-space-the-pros-and-cons-of-space-tourism/
https://www.cbc.ca/kidsnews/post/watch-the-metaverse-explained/
https://www.cbc.ca/kidsnews/post/p.e.i.-students-intervene-as-crows-bully-owl/

